
KS	  contribu,on	  to	  atmospheric	  νe	  

A	  previously	  neglected	  contribu,on	  
to	  atmospheric	  electron	  neutrinos	  
becomes	  significant	  for	  Eν >	  100	  TeV	  
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Here Z3 ≈ 0.134 [5] is the spectrum-weighted moment for the Ke3 decay at113

low energy (when Eν � �Kx). The branching ratios bKxe3 are for each kaon114

flavor to the Ke3 mode, and ZNKx is the spectrum weighted moment for a115

nucleon to produce a kaon of type x. The denominator interpolates between116

the low and high-energy behavior, where low and high are defined relative to117

�Kx for each neutrino source. Explicitly,118

B3 ≈
0.134

0.061
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ΛK ln
ΛK
ΛN

�
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where Z∗
3 ≈ 0.061 [5] is the high energy value of the spectrum weighted

moment for Ke3 when the factor �Kx/E weights the decay by an extra power

of 1/E. Z3 and Z∗
3 account for the fraction of the kaon momentum carried by

the neutrino. The branching ratios and critical energies are listed in Table 1.

The factor �
ΛK ln

ΛK
ΛN

ΛK − ΛN

�

in Eq. 6 arises from the integral over atmospheric depth of the kaon spectrum119

multiplied by the probability of meson decay in the high-energy limit,120

∼
�

dX

λK

�Kx

Eν cos θX

�
e−X/ΛK − e−X/ΛN

�
. (7)

We use a set of Z-factors described in the Appendix to evaluate the the121

fluxes of electron neutrinos from Eq. 5. Results for the flux of (νe + ν̄e) at122

two zenith angles are shown in Fig. 1. Figure 2 illustrates how the fractional123

contribution ofKS evolves with energy at different zenith angles. The critical124

energy for KS is ≈ 120 TeV/ cos θ, and the neutrino flux from K±
and KL125

increases significantly toward the horizontal. As a consequence, when the126
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Type Mass Br(K→πeν) Lifetime Characteristic energy
(MeV) (%) (s) (GeV)

K+ 493.6 5.04 1.24× 10−8 850
K0

L 497.6 40.55 5.12× 10−8 210
K0

S 497.6 0.07 0.90× 10−10 120,000
Charm ≈ 1800 ≈ 10−12 ≈ 4× 107

Table 1: Masses, semi-electronic branching ratios, lifetimes and characteristic energy for
the different kaon types, and, for comparison, charmed hadrons [10, 11].

characteristic energy �:39

�i =
mic2h0

cτi
(1)

where mi and τi are the particles mass and lifetime, and h0 is a scale height40

in the atmosphere, typically 6400 m [3]. The energy at which hadronic41

interactions become important depends on the atmospheric density, which42

varies with zenith angle θz. Interactions become predominant at energies43

above the critical energy:44

Ecrit = �/ cos(θz) (2)

If the particle energy is higher than Ecrit, then it is likely to interact before45

it can decay. Below the critical energy for a given channel, the spectrum of46

neutrinos from kaon decays closely matches that of the cosmic-ray spectrum,47

roughly dN/dE ≈ E−2.7, with the neutrino taking an average of roughly48

25% of the kaon energy for K → πeν decays. At energies above the critical49

energy, the increasing interaction probability softens the spectrum by E−1,50

to dN/dE ≈ E−3.7. Table 1 shows the semi-electronic branching ratios and51

critical energies for different types of kaons, along with those of charmed52

hadrons for comparison.53

The νe flux from KS decay may be easily determined by reference to the54

νe flux from KL decays. KS and KL are produced at the same rate in air55

showers, and the K → πeνe kinematics are almost identical. At low energies,56

the KS contribution to the atmospheric νe flux is small, reduced by the ratio57

of the branching ratios KS/KL: 0.07/40.55 = 0.0017. At higher energies,58

above 210 GeV/ cos(θz), the spectrum of νe from KL-decay softens to E−3.7,59

while the spectrum of νe from KS remains unchanged. Thus, the relative60

νe contribution increases linearly with the energy. At the KS critical energy61

3

�KS =
mKc2h0

cτS
≈ 120 TeV

Implica,ons	  (Pointed	  out	  recently	  by	  S.K.):	  	  
•  Spectrum	  of	  νe	  from	  rare	  Ke3	  decay	  of	  KS	  has	  spectrum	  harder	  by	  

one	  power	  of	  E	  than	  νe	  from	  KL	  un,l	  >	  100	  TeV	  
•  Contribu,on	  of	  KS	  and	  KL	  are	  equal	  for	  Eν	  >	  120	  TeV	  /	  cos(θ)	  

of 120 TeV/ cos(θz), the ratio has increased by �KS/�KL ≈ 588, and the KS62

and KL contributions to the νe flux are equal! This is not just a fortuitous63

numerical coincidence. It happens because the lifetime is inversely related to64

the total decay width, and the branching ratio is the ratio of the semileptonic65

width to the total width. With � ∝ 1/τ = Γtot and Br(K → πeν) = Γsl/Γtot,66

as long as the KS and KL are produced in equal numbers, the ratio of the νe67

fluxes for neutrino energies above the two Ecrit is68

φ(νefromKS)

φ(νefromKL)
=

Br(KS → πeν)

Br(KL → πeν)

�KS

�KL

(3)

=
ΓSL(KS)/ΓTot(KS)

ΓSL(KL)/ΓTot(KL)

(1/τKS)

(1/τKL)
= 1.

A similar argument applies for K+ → π+eνe, which has a similar mass69

and semileptonic width as the KL and KS. However, associated production70

in reactions like pp =→ K+
Λp is different for K+

than for the K0
and K̄0

71

from which the KL originate. As a consequence, the contribution of charged72

kaons to the flux of νe is not exactly equal to that of KL.73

Neglecting for the moment associated production, at energies Eν > Ecrit,74

the inclusion of Ks increases the νe flux by about 50%. For quasi-vertical75

angles of incidence, this occurs at energies of ≈ 100 TeV, which is the range76

in which most current searches for extra-terrestrial neutrinos are focused. At77

higher energies, the enhancement is large for a wider angular range, but the78

conventional νe flux is overshadowed by the prompt flux.79

A similar enhancement occurs for νµ, via KS → πµνµ. However, because80

of the large νµ contribution from two-body decays of charged kaons and pions,81

it is much less important. Figure 7 of [4] gives the relative contribution to82

νµ production of π+
, K+

, KL and µ decay. K+
decay dominates at energies83

above 500 GeV; the contribution from KL is negligible, so, at higher energies,84

the KS contribution will remain small.85

There will be additional νe contributions from the semileptonic decays of86

strange baryons like the Λ and Σ; some of these baryons have semileptonic87

branching ratios similar to that of the KS. However, their production rates88

are lower, and the neutrino carries only a relatively small fraction of the89

incident baryon momentum. So, their contribution to the total flux should90

be small.91
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Frac,on	  from	  KS	  
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Neutrino/an,-‐neutrino	  ra,o	  
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•  Increase	  for	  neutral	  kaon	  reflects	  incomplete	  oscilla,ons	  at	  high	  energy	  (D.	  Seckel)	  
•  Increase	  for	  charged	  kaons	  because	  knee	  has	  less	  effect	  on	  the	  harder	  K+	  spectrum	  
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Electron	  neutrino	  background	  in	  IceCube	  
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•  Contribu,on	  to	  the	  conven,onal	  atmospheric	  νe	  background	  increased	  by	  <10%	  
•  (0.96	  à	  1.05	  events	  in	  three	  years	  of	  HESE	  analysis)	  
•  This	  background	  is	  small	  in	  any	  case,	  perhaps	  comparable	  or	  smaller	  the	  prompt	  νe	  	  



Summary	  

•  Atmospheric	  νe	  from	  Ke3	  decay	  of	  KS	  
– Negligible	  for	  Eν	  <	  100	  TeV	  
– Needs	  to	  be	  accounted	  for	  when	  Eν>	  100	  TeV	  
–  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  ra,o	  depends	  on	  energy	  
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